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Conversion services become necessary when you need high-quality website with loads of important
features. Favorable websites can be had in any of the available CMS like WordPress, Joomla,
Drupal or Magento. Getting a quality website designed and developed will need PSD to HTML
conversion service. Such services are easily available in varying price range and a proper research
would be needed before availing them. Any HTML conversion service would charge hefty amount if
proper research is not carried out. There are different price structure for homepage and inner page
creation. The selection of service provider should be done to keep the prices to a minimum possible
level.

In PSD to HTML conversion, a design is successfully converted into W3C, CSS and HTML mark up.
A quick turnaround time is also available which ranges from as low as 6 hours to 12 hours. If
anyone needs even quicker turnaround time, there is a provision of extra charge for such a swift
design creation. When the HTML or XHTML markup is ready, a website is designed to suit various
CMSs like WordPress, Joomla etc. HTML conversion services star from 50 $ and touch a
staggering 500 $ limit by many providers. This price often includes whole website design with
discount on inner pages.

Many reputed PSD to HTML conversion companies work with a team of competent coders,
designers and programmers. The team uses hand-written code as automated coding does not
benefit immensely. The codes are validated against W3C so that the resultant website would
achieve the target. Coding needs expertise as various important issues are handled. A website
which has perfect ratio between the codes, content and file size does always deliver on the promise.
When coding is not up to the mark, no website would be able to realize the targets asked of it. 

In PSD to HTML conversion, HTML code files are properly checked to enable multiple browser
support. The code files are tweaked so that the website opens homogenously and correctly to
popular web browsers like IE, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera etc. A website which does not
incorporate changes in the coding files never open appropriately and its access remains limited.
Easy reach and accessibility are very important for a website to grow and prosper beyond the
expectations. A detailed test is also conducted to know the compatibility of the website against
operating systems.

	

Sliced pages of HTML are put to the OS compatibility test against Windows, Linux and Mac. This
test is done so that the website works uniform across the available OS platform to fetch good
results. The sole purpose of compatibility test in PSD to HTML conversion is to augment the reach
and access of the website to more users. From accepting design in various formats to converting it
to XHTML/ CSS markup, a conversion process involves a range of steps. If all steps are not done
rightly, the website would never ever perform to its optimum potential. 

Once the coding and compatibility part is finished, the website is them loaded with content
management system to get a good website. Even after that, post delivery support is needed so that
the website functions as per the planned coding. A PSD to HTML conversion job is easy when the
experience and expertise is available. Manual coding is also important as it ensures that the website
would always perform to the potential. If quality website is needed, a proper search is the first step
in the right direction. There are many conversion providers available and all claim to provide quality,
but only few deliver on those lofty claims.   
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Sharewastson - About Author:
XhtmlJunction offers excellent a PSD to HTML Conversion and Integration services like PSD to
WordPress, PSD to Magento, PSD to Joomla, PSD to Drupal, PSD to X-Cart and more to
customers worldwide. We have over 6 years of experience and our biggest strength is our team of
professionals, who produce quality outputs.
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